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Through Fisher's Eyes
Santa Mondega is no ordinary town, and its inhabitants are even less ordinary:
gangsters, martial-arts monks, low-lifes, bounty hunters, vampires and Elvisimpersonating hitmen abound. And then, in the shadowed streets, there lurks the
serial killer known only as the Bourbon Kid. In The Book With No Name, an
unnamed book brings violent death to anyone who reads it. A mysterious stone the Eye of the Moon - has vanished. And a total eclipse is about the cast the town
into utter darkness.Detective Miles Jensen must race to uncover the link between
the book, the murders and the Kid. But, as the mystery unravels, he discovers that
there's more to Santa Mondega than meets the eye. Thus begins the adventures of
the Bourbon Kid and the strange and sinister occurrences in Santa Mondega . . .

The Day It Rained Blood
The new book from the anonymous author of the international bestselling Bourbon
Kid series. Everything seems peaceful in the small town of B Movie Hell until a
mysterious serial killer in a skull mask topped with a red mohawk shows up and
starts butchering the locals. Government agents Jack Munson and Milena Fonseca
are sent to track down and eliminate the masked psychopath. But as they soon
discover, the residents of B Movie Hell don't want their help. This is a town like no
other, and the locals have many dark secrets. Already a hit in France and Germany
and with film rights optioned by Tobey Maguire's Material Pictures and Alexandra
Milchan (exec producer - The Wolf of Wall Street), The Red Mohawk is a fun,
outrageous and bloody thriller full of cinematic references and homages to many
cult movies. An explosive cocktail of delirious humour and suspense - Stephane
Loignon, Le Parisien magazine.

Sanchez
Eye of a Boot gives the reader an experience of being in the boots of a Marine
grunt in the Vietnam War. Beginning with his first combat action at night in
December of 1967, the author describes his thoughts, feelings and actions.
Whether engaged with the enemy or struggling with the harsh conditions of the
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environment, he offers detailed descriptions. Each of nineteen chapters begins
with an original poem that relates to its subsequent story. Lilly chose to use the
progressive present tense to record these encounters so that you, too, can
experience the sense of urgency, confusion, and intimacy of being there.

Практична граматика англійської мови. Книга 2
In the Eyes of Madness
A desperate search for one's genetic origin A grip on one's sanity A discovery of
demonic warfare The beginnings of an exorcist. In the Eyes of Madness

The Red Mohawk
In 1972, the city of New Orleans was terrorized by a serial killer who came to be
known as the Bourbon Street Ripper. Although he was captured, convicted, and
executed his deeds left a scar on the city. Now, twenty years later, the murders
have started again, and the secrets of the past, left buried for so long, must be
uncovered in order to stop this new horror.

The Crescent Moon Book of Elizabethan Love Poetry
Book with No Name
Moon Women
In this, the sensational follow-up to The Book With No Name, those who
miraculously survived the blood-soaked conclusion to the first novel are back in
town for another massacre to remember. Young lovers Dante and Kacy, hapless
bartender Sanchez, Peto the Hubal monk and the mysterious Jessica - each will be
drawn into the violent vortex surrounding the Bourbon Kid, the supernatural killer
who is himself now being hunted. Hot on his heels are several vampire gangs, the
US Secret Service, a couple of werewolves, some corrupt cops, and the Dark Lord
himself, and none will rest until he is dead. But the Kid has vengeance of his own
to wreak . . . Even more gripping, creepy, exciting and funny than its predecessor,
The Eye of the Moon is a relentless page-turner guaranteed to leave you on the
edge of your seat. And, as the body count climbs on the dusty streets of Santa
Mondega, who will be the last one standing?

The Eye of the Storm
Begin your journey of opening your Third Eye with this ultimate guide. An entire
world is waiting for you to explore by embracing your Third Eye The sixth sense
has always been mentioned in fiction to entertain people's fantasy of the nontangible or unmeasurable abilities a person could have. Many of us will even know
of people who seem to possess abilities that make no logical sense. The friend with
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incredible intuition, the friend who seems to understand other's better than the
person themselves and the friend who experiences deja vu too many times for it to
be meaningless. We all know of these special individuals, and may wonder if these
people are simply the chosen ones of mother nature. What if I told you anyone can
nurture and learn these special skills. Everyone has a Third Eye and it is only a
question of whether your Third Eye is open or not. Some people are blessed to
have grown up in an environment that nurtured their Third Eye to open up, but like
most of us our upbringing has unintentionally closed our Third Eye. You can learn
to awaken your Third Eye, through practices and conscious effort to nurture your
sixth sense. Awaken your Third Eye to: - Enhance your intuition - Enjoy better
mental, emotional and physical health - Achieve a sense of universal peace with
yourself and your environment - Unlock your abilities to perceive the nonexplainable - Open up the opportunities to practice astral projection and animal
communication - Begin tuning into the universe and the environment around you Begin to learn more about yourself and others - Much much more. Things you will
learn from this book - Clear instructions on exercises and practices to speed up
your Third Eye awakening process. Note: it may take you more or less than 4
weeks to awaken your Third Eye depending on your current state.

Skinwalker
Meet shapeshifting skinwalker Jane Yellowrock in the first novel in the New York
Times bestselling series that captures “the essence of urban fantasy” (SF Site).
Jane Yellowrock is the last of her kind—a skinwalker of Cherokee descent who can
turn into any creature she desires and hunts vampires for a living. But now she’s
been hired by Katherine Fontaneau, one of the oldest vampires in New Orleans and
the madam of Katies’s Ladies, to hunt a powerful rogue vampire who’s killing other
vamps. Amidst a bordello full of real “ladies of the night,” and a hot Cajun biker
with a panther tattoo who stirs her carnal desire, Jane must stay focused and
complete her mission—or else the next skin she’ll need to save just may be her
own

The Book of Death
From USA Today bestselling author, Deanna Chase, the second book in the Jade
Calhoun series. Jade Calhoun was never fond of her empath abilities. Now she has
discovered she has another gift she'd rather not unwrap--magic. But when her
mentor, Bea, becomes gravely ill and insists Jade's the only one who can help,
she's forced to embrace her witchy side. It's too bad she spent a decade shunning
the magical community and never learned to harness her powers. Because time's
run out. A trapped spirit has revealed a clue to Jade's long-lost mother. The
resident angel has gone rogue and disappeared with Jade's boyfriend, Kane. And if
that wasn't enough, her ex appears to be possessed. To save any of them, Jade will
need to find a way to control her inner white witch--without succumbing to black
magic. Otherwise, she'll lose everythingincluding her soul.

The Eye of Hermes
"A collection of 200 cocktail recipes featuring bourbon, brandy, Scotch, whiskey,
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rum, and other dark spirits"--Provided by publisher.

Astrid Darby and the Eye of Ra
The Devil's Graveyard is an area of desert. Its only habitations are a small roadside
gas station, and a giant hotel, where the final of the Back From the Dead singing
competition is held, in which contestants compete by impersonating dead stars.
Except that someone is killing them off . . . And there are other killers out there,
too - not to mention zombies . . . Featuring characters from The Book With No
Name and The Eye of the Moon, this is a show where anything goes and anyone
can enter. Even the judges aren't quite what they seem. Sanchez, Elvis, the Mystic
Lady, a whole bunch of dead rock stars and, of course, the Bourbon Kid are headed
to the Hotel Pasadena for what is quite literally the most cutthroat reality show
there's ever been. Dreams will be crushed, deals will be made and blood will be
spilled. The Devil's Graveyard is a rip-roaring addition to the series by the author
with no name, which is guaranteed to be every bit as gory, fast-paced and
adrenaline pumping as the previous novels. Not to be missed.

A Moon for the Misbegotten
In a far corner of the universe, two intelligent insects races, the bee-like Polistine
and the Beetleguise have been engaged in a bitter war that has lasted 500 years.
In fact, the only place in the universe were they are able to co-exist is on the the
asteroid prison, Minerva, home to the worst alien criminals in the galaxy. Even with
their inability to end this conflict, both races are faced with the knowledge that
greater threats are on the horizon. First, an ancient gem with an insatiable appetite
for energy has awaken from its long slumber. The only thing standing in its' way is
Astral Engineer Kasidy Vulkner and the crew of the Mjolnir. Second, the tyrannical
warlord Diabolix is making his way back into this dimension with plans for galactic
conquest. And the only being that can stop him is an Abomination.

Vampires, Wine & Roses
Jeb, a lecturer at Harvard, meets a mysterious pilot with a map who is murdered,
the eyes sucked out of his skull while he is still alive. Jeb, shaken by the horror and
wanting no more of it, is asked by the faculty at Harvard to travel to Colombia in
search of ancient emeralds. In an Indian dialect, the map tells of their secret
location. A Monster guards this secret for which the eyes of humans are sacrificed.
General Junco, his contact person, finds refuge with an obscure woman, while his
red-headed wife Lourdes, once a great beauty, is served nightly by a shadow lover.
Jeb is provided a house in which to live with a housekeeper, Lucy, who remains
strangely distant. His lady back home, Courtney, teaches at Sarah Lawrence. Lola,
the beautiful secretary of General Junco, commands his attention, providing a
momentary distraction from the horror that awaits him. An assassin has been sent
to Colombia by Geneva emerald dealers, who, though leaving many bodies, is
never seen. Jeb guesses the source of the Monster's emeralds, a dark rainforest
where Indians have been tortured for centuries, and again enslaved and murdered
during the nineteen hundreds by the rubber barons, a horror called the Devil's
Paradise. Lucy, the housekeeper, follows him. She is caught by thugs and
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deposited among the rotting corpses to await the sucking out of her eyes. From
nowhere, the unseen assassin appears and frees her. She finds Jeb in the rainforest
and together they elude the Monster, escape warring Indians, the descendants of
those who were tortured, survive an electric eel, avoid the drug lords, and finally
fall through the ground into a cave filled with skeletons, and gold-and-emerald
artifacts, from which there appears to be no escape. Only after a cruel twist of fate
is the shocking truth of this green horror revealed.

Dark Spirits
Isikara and her father tend the sacred crocodiles and assist at mummifications of
both humans and animals. One day, they are ordered to a tomb. Two bodies are
waiting for them--Queen Tiy and her eldest son, Tuthmosis. Tuthmosis has been
poisoned but is clinging to life. With no time to spare, Isikara rescues the young
prince and runs away with him. The pair find themselves on a journey across
Egypt, searching for allies who will help Tuthmosis regain his throne. Their travels
lead them along the Nile, across the desert, and through bustling market towns. All
the while they must avoid their pursuers, the High Priests who wish to silence
them. But there are dangers in the desert and all around. Who can they trust? And
where will their adventure lead them? In this gripping tale, published for the first
time in the U.S., author Dianne Hofmeyr spins a web of intrigue, mystery and
adventure, woven throughout with fascinating historical details about Ancient
Egypt.

The Devil's Graveyard
It is a time of steam technology, scientific innovation and quietly simmering
political tension. Having lost her husband to the dangerous life of an adventurer
and the hazards of hot air balloon travel and murderous mercenaries, Astrid Darby
has found herself alone in the world, aside from her motley assortment of eccentric
associates, mad scientists, cheeky Ministry of Defence agents, and her keen,
clever young cousin, Alexander Knightly. Now an esteemed and erudite adventurer
herself, Astrid is, once again, embroiled in a grand conspiracy, the scale and nature
of which she has only begun to imagine. When Dr Sebastian Cross, one of
England's most acclaimed physicists and inventors, is discovered missing along
with the Eye of Ra, the doctor's revolutionary new directed energy weapon, the
executives of Rake & Gage, premier defence contractors, enlist Astrid to locate the
doctor and recover his apparatus. Despite Messrs Cole's and Thorne's certainty
that the doctor and his assistant, Dr Joseph Ramsey, have absconded with the
weapon and defected to a rival contractor, Astrid suspects something far more
sinister is afoot. Her search for the Eye leads her into a world fraught with colourful
characters, improbable death rays, flying airships, awkward wagon rides, uncouth
wranglers, murderous mercenaries, perilous train trips, underground tunnels,
ludicrous disguises, condescending Ministry of Defence agents, treacherous
executives, malicious terrorists, and the destruction of a beloved national
landmark.

Eye Toward Sky
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A collection of tales about vampires contains fiction from noted writers such as
Bram Stoker, Rod Serling, Edgar Allan Poe, Edith Wharton, H.P. Lovecraft, Sting,
and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle

Eye of the Moon
Wakeupnigga
Dry Eyes
Everyone has God-given talents, gifts, and dreams. Eye Toward Sky contains over
650 faith-filled quotes, across 21 chapters, to encourage you to work toward
fulfilling dreams, no matter how young or old you are. This 2nd edition, includes a
chapter on "Power", as well as new quotes in several other chapters, including
words to affirm you, and increase your courage, faith, and success. There's no
better day than today to make a positive change in how you see your ability to
reach goals and dreams.

A Puncher's Chance
Ambush Moon
Blanche of Bourbon, and Other Poems
ELIZABETHAN LOVE POETRY A selection of poetry from the golden age of British
poetry, the Elizabethan era. All of the major Elizabethan poets are featured in this
book, as well as many lesser-known poets. The poets in this book include: Sir
Walter Raleigh, Edmund Spenser, Sir Philip Sidney, Nicholas Breton, William Percy,
Giles George, Samuel Daniel, Henry Constable, Michael Drayton, Christopher
Marlowe, William Shakespeare, Thomas Campion, John Donne, Ben Jonson and
Queen Elizabeth the First herself. There are extracts from Elizabethan sonnet
cycles by William Shakespeare (the Sonnets), Michael Drayton (Idea), Samuel
Daniel (To Delia), Henry Constable (Diana), Edmund Spenser (Amoretti), and Sir
Philip (Astrophil and Stella). The full sonnet sequences are included in a companion
volume, Elizabethan Sonnet Cycles. The beloved (by convention, nearly always a
woman) is at the centre of the Elizabethan love sonnet tradition. As Samuel Daniel
puts it in his To Delia sonnet sequence: a]ll my live s sweet consists in her alone, a
sentiment found in most Elizabethan sonnet sequences and love poems. "

Eye of a Boot
Посібник містить основні теоретичні відомості з монографії англійської мови,
систему вправ на закріплення вивчених граматичних структур та тести для
навчання практичної граматики студентів I–IV курсів, напряму підготовки
6.020303. “Філологія”, спеціальності “Переклад” вищих навчальних закладів.
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Особливу увагу приділено нестандартним випадкам вживання окремих
частин мови та часових форм дієслова. Посібник розрахований на філологів,
перекладачів, учителів та учнів спеціалізованих мовних шкіл, гімназій і на
слухачів інтенсивних курсів вивчення іноземних мов.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Large Print Edition "But a mermaid has no tears, and therefore she suffers so much
more." What will you learn in this book? Dry eyes have many symptoms and you
will learn to recognize them. Which diseases can cause dry eyes and which
medication may increases your risk. Treatment has traditionally been add liquid
but it is now known that there are other simple steps you can take which may
reduce or eliminate the problems without resulting to drops, gels and
medication.(You can do most of them starting today.) Medication and drops can be
used if these simple methods do not have the required effect.

In the Eye of the Beholder
Charleston, SC is well known for its elegance and charm.

Sins of the Father: The Bourbon Street Ripper
The world's first murderer, Cain, the son of Adam and Eve, has been roaming the
earth as a ghost for thousands of years. His lifelong ambition is to find the gateway
to Hell, so he can open it and unleash Hell on earth, bringing an end to mankind.
But first he will have to eliminate The Dead Hunters, the men and women who
protect the gateway. The Red Mohawk and the Bourbon Kid return with Elvis,
Jasmine, Rex and Baby in an adventure so bloodthirsty it will rain blood from the
skies. And Sanchez is back

Superhuman Eye Contact
For many centuries the library of lawless hell hole Santa Mondega, in South
America, has held a gruesome secret. There is on its shelves a nameless book, by
an anonymous author, and everyone who has ever read it is dead.

Cure Your Shy Eye
Armchair fiction presents extra large editions of the best in classic science fiction
novels and short stories, complete with original illustrations. Here's A terrific outer
space adventure by Nat Schachner and Arthur Leo Zagat, "Exiles of the Moon," To
live they had to race to the moon! It was Earth in the distant future, and there
were two types of people: The Aristocrats and the Workers. The wealthy, naturally,
had all the power and enjoyed the benefits thereof; while the poor were the
"Workers," the countless millions who labored and toiled to the beck and call of
their wealthy masters--essentially one step away from slaveryeven death. But
when one rebellious Worker, Gary Parker, dared to love a woman of the
aristocracy, he found himself banished to an island filled with countless other
deportees. Soon after, Parker and his outcast companions discovered the horrifying
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truth--a grisly radioactive death was speedily approaching. So an incredible plot
was hatched, a plot that involved a stolen spaceship and a daring trip to the moon!
The only question was, could they pull it off? And in the end could Gary Parker
pave the way to social equality for all those on Earth? The question seemed in
doubt until a fantastic secret weapon fell into their hands. Illustrated by Frank R.
Paul.

Blanche de Bourbon, [and other poems].
In the second round of a defense of his IBF super featherweight world
championship, Tony "The Tiger" Lopez felt the elbow of challenger John Molina
slam into his eye. The impact of the accidental shot shattered his orbital bone and
jammed Lopez's eyeball back into its socket. Swelling immediately sealed the eye,
a problem made worse when, in the next round, Molina opened a cut over Lopez's
other eye. The notoriously gritty champ fought seven more rounds that night in
Sacramento before losing his title by TKO -- a story typical of those you'll read in "A
Puncher's Chance: Amazing Tales from The Ringside Boxing Show." This is the first
of a series of books chronicling the strange-but-true lives of some of the greatest
boxers and boxing personalities of all time -- yarns spun in their own words during
live interviews on The Ringside Boxing Show, a weekly radio program that
originates from Monterey, California and streams worldwide. Prepare to be
astonished by more than a dozen of the most remarkable and improbable stories
ever told about the brutal and astonishing sport known as "The Sweet Science."

The Eyes of Max Carrados
When Lane and Vivi's best friend Isabelle has her heart broken by her unreliable
boyfriend, they decide to save her by inventing a new boy on the internet to ask
Isabelle to the prom, but the scheme quickly becomes complicated, and the results
surprise them all. Reprint.

Emerald in the Eye of the Skull
Fisher Stevens is 17, and has autism. He lives with his dad. His mom has passed
away after a long illness. Fisher's brain sees hundreds of pictures each minute. He
uses these pictures, and his autism, to guide him through an amazing series of
adventures, with the help of a mysterious friend, Michael, and his life skills
classmates.

Fake Boyfriend
A little bit of this, a little bit of that. Shit, Niggas need to know!

The Eye of the Moon
When French equestrian Claire Delacroix loses her fiance in a tragic accident, she
comes to live at the Paris Opera during its 1890s heyday. Whilst working at the
opera, she meets a mysterious, masked stranger: Erik. Is it possible that the two of
them will heal the pain of each other's past? Updated for 2015 with glossaries of
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equestrian terms and French words used in the text.

Exiles of the Moon
Are you comfortable making eye contact with anyone? Do you want to be able to
do that? Then read Cure Your Shy Eye: Your Practical Guide To Master Eye Contact
In 21 Days. 1. This is a practical book on improving eye contact. It contains only
relevant and necessary information on developing the skill and habit of making eye
contact. It is not about the history of eye contact, it's importance, benefits or any
of that academic information. If the reader needs such information or needs to be
convinced of the importance of making eye contact, this book won't be very helpful
for that purpose. 2. This book is for you and your specific situation. This book does
not contain general advice like 'look into the other person's eyes and that will
create attraction.' It is intended and created specifically for you and your situation.
That means, you will have to put effort to get clear about what you need to work
on, why you want to do it and come up with your own strategies and plans to take
things forward. This book will guide you to do that effectively. 3. Master the basics,
rest will follow. This book is about the most basic and the most important social
skill, eye contact. It's so basic and simple that it's importance is often overlooked.
It is highly recommended that you read the book and master eye contact if you
want to improve your social skills. If we cannot do this simple thing, if we cannot
take this first step of making strong eye contact, how can we expect ourselves to
improve other advanced social skills? Includes sample 21 day plan for you to
master eye contact.

Third Eye Awakening
In the lush North Carolina foothills, the Moon women have put down roots:
matriarch Marvelle Moon, who’s losing her grip on the world after more than eighty
years of life; her daughters, Ruth Ann and Cassandra; and Ruth Ann’s nineteenyear-old daughter, Ashley, fresh out of rehab, unmarried, and three months
pregnant. Despite Ruth Ann’s best efforts to live a life that’s all her own, her family
is coming together around her. Marvelle and Ashley need a place to live and Ruth
Ann is unable to turn them away; and her womanizing ex-husband has been
coming around again, dredging up the past. Now a flurry of outbursts, emotions,
and outrages is shattering Ruth Ann’s separate peace. For here is Ashley, who has
spent nineteen years running furiously away from home, now finding herself on a
strange journey with her unraveling grandmother. And here is Cassandra,
protected by layers of obesity and loneliness, wondering how to put magic back in
her life. And Marvelle, slowly losing touch with reality, privately contemplating the
story of her life and the secret that would change everything for everyone—if they
only knew. By turns fierce and tender, harrowing and heartbreaking, Moon Women
resonates with emotional power, holding us captive under its beguiling spell. From
the Trade Paperback edition.

The Bourbon Kid Trilogy
Believing the Bourbon Kid to be dead, the Egyptian Mummy Rameses Gaius has
formed an undead army to take over the city of Santa Mondega. Vampires and
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werewolves are swarming the streets killing thousands of innocents. The local cops
have all been murdered and replaced by. Sanchez the bartender and his new
sidekick Flake. As the skies darken over Santa Mondega, JD and his childhood
sweetheart Beth plan to leave the city to start a new life. But when Jessica the
Vampire Queen gets her hands on Beth it sends JD to Hell. And back. as the
Bourbon Kid. Featuring returning characters Dante and Kacy and a few other
surprise guests, this new addition to the international bestselling series is crazier
and more bloodthirsty than ever.

Witches of Bourbon Street
Do you struggle to hold eye contact? Does it make you feel unconfident,
uncomfortable, and self-conscious? Or do you just want to appear more
charismatic and confident?Then Superhuman Eye Contact has the insightful tips
and innovative exercises you need to become an eye contact expert - overnight.If
you are bad at eye contact, people will assume that you are creepy or
untrustworthy. If you are merely average at eye contact, you won't be negative,
yet you won't be memorable either. But if you are SUPERHUMAN at eye contact,
you will instantly make an impression and have people clamoring for your
attention.All this because of eye contact? Absolutely.If the amount of eye-related
phrases in our vocabulary is any indication, (the eyes are the window to the soul)
yes! Eyes are what people use as a guide to your overall character. Mastering eye
contact is essential to becoming the person you've always wanted to be.What tips
and exercises from years of coaching eye contact will you learn?* The #1 obstacle
to strong eye contact and the two best ways to crush it.* Exactly how and when to
break eye contact gracefully.* How to alter your eye contact for meaningful
flirting.* What your eyes should never be doing, though you probably do it daily.*
How the direction someone looks in can determine their truthfulness.* How to
adjust your eye contact according to emotional and physical space.Real, actionable
advice that can actually affect your life.How will your daily life improve?* You will
project an image of confidence and poise.* You will force others to respect you and
your presence.* You will become more captivating without having to say a word.*
Your charisma quotient will skyrocket.* Interactions with the opposite sex will
improve tenfold, guaranteed.* Most importantly you will feel comfortable making
eye contact with anyone, stranger or friend and use it to make them comfortable
with you.Don't hesitate to pick up your copy today by clicking the BUY NOW button
at the top of this page!
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